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Mining bacterial genomes
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potentially hide a rich array of
pharmaceutical treasures has
led to the discovery…

In an improvement over open-heart surgery, cardiologists now use catheters
to eliminate damaged heart tissue in certain patients, such as those with
arrhythmias. But this, too, can be a long and painful procedure as many
catheters, with different functions, need to be inserted sequentially.
Now an interdisciplinary team including researchers from Northwestern
University has developed one catheter that can do it all. This tool for cardiac
ablation therapy has all necessary medical devices printed on a standard
balloon catheter: a device for eliminating damaged tissue using heat,
temperature and pressure sensors, an LED and an electrocardiogram
(EKG) sensor.
The multifunctional catheter makes a minimally invasive technique for heart
surgery even better. Both diagnostic and treatment capabilities are
combined in one. The stretchable electronics developed by Yonggang
Huang of Northwestern and John Rogers of the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign make it possible.

Calcium connections: Basic
pathway for maintaining cell's
fuel stores — University of
Pennsylvania School of
Medicine researchers have
described a previously unknown
biological mechanism in cells…

The research was published 6 March by the journal Nature Materials.
'The use of one catheter to achieve all these functions will significantly
improve clinical arrhythmia therapy by reducing the number of steps in the
procedure, thereby saving time and reducing costs,' said Huang, Joseph
Cummings Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering and
Mechanical Engineering at Northwestern's McCormick School of
Engineering and Applied Science. He led the Northwestern portion of the
work.
In conversation with collaborating cardiologists, Moussa Mansour, M.D., of
Harvard Medical School; Marvin Slepian, M.D., of the University of Arizona;
and Joshua Moss, M.D., and Brian Litt, M.D., of the University of
Pennsylvania, Huang and Rogers recognised that their stretchable
electronics could improve the surgical tools currently used in cardiac
ablation therapy. This procedure is used to cure or control a variety of
arrhythmias, or irregular heartbeats.
The electronics Huang and Rogers use in this study are based on a 'popout' design of interconnects, similar to their early design for stretchable
electronics but with much larger - approximately 130 percent - stretchability.
The type of arrhythmia the team focuses on is tachycardia, when the heart
beats too fast; the tissue that induces this condition is the target of their
ablation therapy.

— Dieting and medication may reduce blood pressure —
Adults with hypertension may be able to lower their weight
and their blood pressure by following a weight-loss diet or
using the medication orlistat, according to a meta-analysis
of…
— Hospitals that participate in clinical trials appear to provide
better care — Hospitals that participate in clinical trials
appear to provide better care for patients with heart attacks
or other acute heart events and have lower death rates than
hospitals that…
— Researchers show that a microRNA can reduce lung
cancer growth — A small RNA molecule, known as let-7
microRNA (miRNA), substantially reduced cancer growth in
multiple mouse models of lung cancer, according to work by
researchers at Yale University…
— Mathematical model offers new understanding of cell
signalling — Looking for answers in the bright light of day,
rather than the confined beam of a street light at night. That's
how University of Michigan researcher Sofia Merajver, M.D.,
Ph.D., describes…
— Cancer treatments in phase 3 trials successful up to half of
the time — About one-fourth to one-half of new cancer
treatments that reach assessment in phase 3 randomised
clinical trials are eventually proven successful, according to a
report in the 24 March…
— Magnetic Resonance Imaging: A window to genetic
properties of brain tumours — Doctors diagnose and
prescribe treatment for brain tumours by studying, under a
microscope, tumour tissue and cell samples obtained through
invasive biopsy or surgery. Now, researchers…
— Researchers identify new approach to help control drug
resistance in leukaemia — Oregon Health and Science
University Cancer Institute researchers have found that an
experimental drug known as SGX393 is effective against
Gleevec-resistant chronic myeloid leukaemia…
— Obesity may keep some women from getting screened for
breast and cervical cancer — A review of cancer screening
studies shows that white women who are obese are less
likely than healthy weight women to get the recommended
screenings for breast and cervical cancer,…
— African Americans less likely than whites to get
colonoscopy despite family history of colon cancer — African
Americans who have multiple first-degree relatives with colon
cancer are less likely than whites with affected relatives to
undergo recommended screening procedures, according…
— Male infants are more likely to die than female infants —
Male infants in developed nations are more likely to die than
female infants, a fact that is partially responsible for men's
shorter lifespans, reveals a new study by researchers from…
RSS FEEDS, NEWSLETTER

Nanoblasts from laser-activated
nanoparticles move molecules,
proteins and DNA into cells —
Using chemical 'nanoblasts' that
punch tiny holes in the
protective membranes of cells,
researchers have demonstrated
a new…
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RNA offers a safer way to
reprogram cells — In recent
years, scientists have shown
that they can reprogram human
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Discovery of cellular 'switch' may provide new means of triggering cell death, treating disease
— A research team led by the University of Colorado at Boulder has discovered a previously unknown cellular 'switch' that
may provide researchers with a new means…
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A new type of stem cells found in prostate may be involved in cancer
— A new type of stem cell found in the prostate of adult mice can be a source of prostate cancer,
according to a new study by researchers at the Herbert Irving Comprehensive…

Study reveals new genetic culprit in deadly skin cancer
— Drawing on the power of DNA sequencing, National Institutes of Health researchers have
identified a new group of genetic mutations involved in the deadliest form…

New technique could eliminate inherited mitochondrial disease
— Researchers have developed an experimental technique with the potential to prevent a class of
hereditary disorders passed on from mother to child. The technique,…
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